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Auditing Apps Designed to Return Millions
Dealing with thousands of debit memos manually is impossible.
JHexagon’s application, Amit3, has the ability to detect irregularities and recover revenue for your airline.
We provide an in-depth look at ticket sales, commission rates,
fare calculations, exchange refunds, taxes, discounts and other
variables to ensure your travel agents or employees preformed
their job correctly.
Our service is a mix of proprietary algorithms, in-depth analysis
and expertise in the field of computer science, math and the
airline industry.

Our Audit Capabilities
In addition to errors in fare calculations, sales, exchanges, MCO,
refunds and other discrepancies, we also dive into the GDS (Global
Distribution System) and look for irregularities such as no-shows, disqualified discounts, misuse of credit cards and differences between
reservations and bookings, creating a comprehensive audit that
covers all loose ends.
We are constantly looking for new ways to improve end results
and to better serve the airline business. By monitoring millions of
transactions and finding the exceptions, armed with a unique set of
algorithms - we know how to get the job done.

Designing sophisticated algorithms to audit all complexities of your tickets

The Problem
Numerous airline tickets are sold each day
through different channels.
What if we told you that statistics show that
1% of your revenue is lost due to errors in
ticketing? Invalid tariffs, penalties not applied, insufficient fare amounts, inappropriate
commission, incorrect fuel charges and other
transactions can easily go wrong.
This money is missing from your bottom line.
Do you have control over charges made by
your travel agents or employees?

The Solution
It doesn’t matter if you sell one ticket or one
million. Every dollar counts. To minimize loss,
action must be taken internally and externally.
Our auditing service perform the difficult task
of comparing the ticket properties against the
complex and diverse rules of your airline fares
and commission structure.
The objective is to detect discrepancies and
to provide a detailed explanation of the right
course of action.

The Course of Action

Products and Services

While you cannot debit your employees, they should be informed
of their mistakes in order to prevent further errors in the future.

Our solution is comprised of two components: products and services.

As for travel agent errors, we can recover the money for you by issuing detailed debit memos. We correspond with the travel agent
and issue a debit memo on behalf of your company.

Amit 3 is the product that facilitates the airline in
terms of monitoring debit memos and is a complete
mirror image of your your MMS (Memo Management
System). This product is a state-of-the-art web based
application that is also an easily accessible hub for all
your departments, a hub that provides all the data of
your tickets and travel agents.

And you? We know that you have better things to do.

The service is the actual analysis we provide to detect
discrepancies.
You can use our product, our service, or better yet both.

What is a Flight Ticket Audit?

What We Audit?

“Flight Ticket Audit” refers to the monumental task of scrutinizing each of the thousands
of tickets an airline sells each day.

Commission Discrepancies: Commission contracts can be highly complicated

One of JHexagon’s key functions is to ensure
that ticket sales are processed correctly and
that the travel agent or the airline employee
performed the task with no errors.

Commission Exchange Audit – Are you in total control of additional commis-

The business of selling flight tickets is
extremely complex. Each ticket is a contract,
and each contract defines a set of rules and
restrictions. Those restrictions are enforced
meticulously with our systems to ensure
that the airline receives the exact amount
owed.

and contain many variables. Can you detect the slightest deviations? We certainly can.

sion taken by travel agents on exchange tickets? We most definitely are.
Tariff Audit Sale/Exchange/Refund - Is the fare combinable with other fares?
Are there any violations of minimum or maximum stay? We can tell you.
Discounts: Has the family discount been applied correctly? Does the passenger
meet all the criteria of a senior citizen or a valid companion? And what about
student, child or infant discounts? JHexagon can check them all.
Credit Card - IATA regulations clarify that a travel agency cannot use its own
credit card to purchase a ticket (mainly to prevent fraud or bankruptcy). Does
your airline keep track of travel agent’s credit card use?

How often do mistakes happen?

No-Show – Every airline has defined penalties on no-show scenarios and we
tightly enforce them by delving into your GDS in DCS mode.

Statistics show that 1 to 2 percent of the entire
airline industry’s revenue is lost due to mistakes in
ticketing, incorrect refunds/exchanges, inappropriate commission, etc. This amount sometimes
represents the thin line between making a quarter’s profit or loss.

How do we prevent them?

Reservations vs. Bookings - Did the travel agent make a reservation in RBD H
and ticketed in T? We can answer this question for you.

At JHexagon we are constantly looking for
new ways to improve end-results and to better serve the airline business.
Whether an error results from lack of product
knowledge or circumventing the system,

Exchange Name Audit - Did the exchange of ticket also change the passenger’s
name? Does the ticket say non-transferable?
Group NET / Special Fare - Does your airline provide a special fare for a group?
Do you allow deviations? Are restrictions such as min/max stay being followed?

nothing can pass by us - we look for every-

At JHexagon, we know how to deal with all of the above, making sure there are no

thing.

loopholes and that no agreement is being breached.

“Recovering revenue loss was our second objective. What really mattered was
to see a decrease in the amount of debit
memos issued over time. With Hexagon we
achieved both objectives.”
- Offer Gat, EL-AL V.P. Global Sales

This graph shows the decrease in debit memos issued by EL-AL on the North American segments.
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“We started seeing results within the first month,”
noted Offer Gat, EL-AL V.P. of Global Sales, “the airline
covered all initial investment after two months.” Since
then, the JHexagon service supervised ticketing errors,
debited travel agents and recovered over 2 million
dollars on EL-AL’s North American segments alone.
“We begun by just checking commission irregularities”, says Mr. Gat, “but soon enough understood that
Hexagon can help us detect other discrepancies that
we never had the technology to monitor.”
EL-AL employees are now free from manual intervention, and by using the services and products of JHexagon, EL-AL can automatically issue debit memos to
travel agents’ accounts on the ARC platform.
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“Hexagon showed extreme flexibility in providing custom solutions for our needs, from unique group management applications to incentive tools for our agents
and in-depth analysis on our tickets. It’s a growing
relationship that benefits both sides.”
EL-AL utilizes all products and services offered by
JHexagon and plans to expand the relationship between the two companies towards new horizons.

Amit3
Amit3 is a comprehensive web based application that enables strategic and effective monitoring of all
ticket sales and revenue control. With an easy-to-use interface that allows immediate access to all external contracts and travel agents’ reports, Amit3 puts you in total control of your business and helps
you maximize profit and enhance income through advanced debiting methods.

Easy access to Travel Agents’ accounts
The Amit3 application presents a
CRM (Customer Relationship Management) strategy that is designed
especially for the airline industry.

Commission Management – Complete control over travel
agents commission percentage and debit status - whether
cancelled, closed, disputed, opened or waived.

Information Management – Amit3 allows easy access to travel
Amit3 is safe, secure, and once
agents’ accounts showing database, profile and sales through
installed, it will upgrade the way you local and associate branches.
monitor ticket sales by presenting
External Agents Management – Offers a detailed view of all
you with detailed information on all
tickets and contract deals processed through the travel agents’
contract and itinerary aspects.
accounts, including all ticket sales, refunds, credits and outAmit3 is the only application that
standing debits.
solves the problem of outsourced
Accounting Management – Amit3 integrates data from multiticket supervision and presents a
ple sources and automatically issues analysis, journal vouchers,
complete, state-of-the-art solution.
invoices and reports.
Using Amit3, you can simplify, control and automate the database of your Airline including outsourced ticket sales and correspondence with travel agents.

We dont just sell web based applications. We create them.

ARC Sync
ARC Sync is the Amit3 mirror image for the
MMS.
This one-step application enables processing of both debit and credit memos, two-way
communication and electronic payments.
ARC Sync automatically notifies travel agents
about outstanding debt.
The application converts debit memos into
XML files and stores the data in a safe repository of the ARC Memo Manager.
ARC Sync allows your company to bypass any
software or middleman and directly communicate with travel agents over a secure webbased application.
The ARC Sync can be integrated into any
existing software that inspects travel agents
memos and adds a convenient, efficient and
automated billing tool.
We recommend the use of the ARC Sync with
Amit3 application.

Group Management
Group travel is a substantial source of revenue, but dealing with numerous subcontracts
and group deviations can be a time consuming job.
Group Management is a user friendly, realtime application that integrates with your database and allows the end-user to input group
information, track changes in contracts, review patterns in group statistics, view reports
and improve group management efficiency
through history and data retrieval.
Automate tracking of group development.
Process all TKT aspects, split groups and
itineraries.
Calculate cost and profit on each group.
Issue detailed debit memos to travel agents.
Reduce processing time, resources and costs.
The Group Management application can be
customized to your business needs and infrastructure.

Incentive Management
JHexagon’s IM (Incentive Management) application allows you to enhance travel agents’
sales with positive incentives.
Incentives and appreciation should be synchronized with individual results or revenue.
IM monitors the travel agent ranking and production, reports current revenue, anticipated
revenue, and if the incentive target is soon to
be met, the travel agent will be rewarded.
Main benefits:
Enhance Motivation with real time incentives.
Play Integral Role in Sales by creating sales
plans and setting goals for travel agencies.
Gain Financial Control and supervise all
complex incentive payments, long and shortterm.
Alert Incentive Overpayment and irregularities, increase efficiency and reduce costs.

Reports Generator
Our Reports Generator (RG) is designed to automatically produce timely statistics reports based on your ever-changing
database. RG allows you to organize data from several databases and resources into one comprehensive report. The application helps visualize complicated sales numbers and figures, oversee recurring patterns and gain deeper understanding
of bookings, sales and cancellations.
In addition, the use of the RG app provides your business a safe, secure back-up tool. DAEMON retrieves the database on
a daily basis, then compress the information and encrypts the file using Advanced Encryption Standard (AES 128) which is
approved by the National Security Agency (NSA) to encrypt top secret information. The files are stored in different servers
around the world and available for intimidate recovery in a matter of minutes.
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